Flying small or solo?

Our Section is your must-have tool for navigating the L.A. legal world. Networking, Referrals, Programs, Advice, and immediate click-of-the-mouse access to real-time engagement with the Los Angeles legal community through our dynamic Listserv.

**Benefits of the Small Firm and Sole Practitioner Section:**

**LISTSERVE:** A resource unlike any other... access to hundreds of L.A. lawyers online every day asking and answering questions, giving advice, making and asking for referrals and discussing relevant topics and issues. It’s worth the price of membership!

**PROGRAMS:** Attend essential programs live or through webinars across broad practice areas, including practice management tools for small firm/solo lawyers.

**NETWORKING:** Whether Section organized events or a local LACBA social networking group, there are great opportunities to expand business relationships, participate in mentoring and develop new friendships.

**CLE:** Fulfill all your CLE requirements right here at LACBA, including through Section organized and hosted events. Plan and hold one yourself!

**REFERRALS:** We have lawyers in almost every practice area asking for and making referrals. Get help finding an expert witness, neutral or other service provider across most disciplines.

**SOCIAL MEDIA:** We keep our Section up-to-date through a variety of social media platforms: FB, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.

**Leadership and Collegiality:** Become part of a strong community of lawyers with opportunities to take on leadership roles and otherwise participate in Section-building through our friendly and egalitarian Executive Committee, serving on a sub-committee or running programs and events.

**Make a Professional Impact:** Opportunities to speak on topics of interest, dialogue on important issues, write articles for the newsletter and shape the discourse for small firms and sole practitioners in Los Angeles County and beyond.

**Other LACBA Benefits:**

**LACBA Networking Meetings:** Network and meet contacts all over Los Angeles in a wide range of practice areas.

**LACBA eBRIEFS:** Notifications with summaries of published court decisions.

**Member Pricing:** Membership pricing for all CLE programs and events and special Section pricing for Section programs.

**LACBA This Week:** Notice of events and programs of all LACBA Sections.

**Vendor Discounts:** Discounts/benefits from vendors for services.

**LA Lawyer Magazine:** Subscription for members to Los Angeles Lawyer Magazine (and access to back issues and CLE Self Tests).